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On the occasion of the celebration of the 25th Anniversary of the Speech
of Our Leadership on September 24th, 1992, which shines brightly and de-
fiantly to the world, we want to express our utmost revolutionary joy and
optimism for the advancement of the national and international campaign
in defense of the Leadership of Chairman Gonzalo and Marxism-Leninism-
Maoism, Gonzalo Thought, guided by the PCP, currently carrying it as a
counter-campaign of Marxist-Leninist-Maoist, Gonzalo Thought against the
current black and crude campaign of imperialism, and the reaction with the
assistance of revisionism, especially from the revisionist and capitulationist
ROL (Right Opportunist Line) and its twin sister, the LOL (Left Oppor-
tunist Line), through the major national and international media outlets.
The grand international celebration of the 25th Anniversary of the Speech
of Our Leadership on September 24th, 1992, being carried out by Maoist
parties and organizations around the world through statements, events, and
various types of actions, is a clear demonstration of what we have stated:

We, as the PCP has done on this occasion: “declare, condemn, and brand
with fire the dark and crude counterrevolutionary campaign of the media,
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including television, radio, newspapers like El Comercio, and weeklies like
Sucesos, etc., against our beloved and respected Chairman Gonzalo, leader
of the party and the revolution, the greatest living Marxist-Leninist-Maoist
on Earth, the center of party unification and the guarantee of triumph that
leads us to communism. The leadership of Chairman Gonzalo is based on
his all-powerful ideology. We tell you that no matter how much mud and all
their rotten reactionary efforts they throw, they will not be able to tarnish his
image as a great Communist Leader and his all-powerful Gonzalo Thought,
all-powerful because it is true.”

Chairman Gonzalo is currently in the highest Luminous Trench of Combat
of the People’s War.

Highlighting, amidst so many attacks on the Leadership, is the denounce-
ment made by Chairman Gonzalo himself against the farce of the trial, where
he exposes this sham and the accusation regarding the Tarata incident, de-
bunking everything that the reactionary forces propagate in their dark pro-
paganda. He addresses the errors that occurred, even labeling the judges as
reactionaries, urging them to read the documents from the 1st Congress of
the PCP. He clarifies that the objective was to win over the national bour-
geoisie, that they were not the target. Regarding the issue of narcotics, he
distances himself and takes a stance, stating that he does not require such
substances and that he is fighting against the system and striving to change
it all, etc. This serves to crush the reactionaries and revisionists who ma-
nipulate this to engage in trafficking and defame our Leadership, mainly
those from the revisionist and capitulationist ROL and LOL, which accuse
him of capitulation. They label the so-called “peace letters” as nothing but
counter-revolutionary deceit orchestrated by the CIA-reactionary rats of the
ROL.1

“Constantly, the Peruvian reaction through its Low-IntensityWar-
fare carries out these counterrevolutionary campaigns, within the
Yankee plans to defame, discredit, and the treacherous plan to
annihilate our Leadership and make the PCP and the People’s
War it leads for its General Reorganization and to overcome the
difficult and complex bend.

We denounce, condemn, and will crush their dark plans and in-
famies against our Leader, Chairman Gonzalo, the eagle of our

1refer to: Brief intervention by Chairman Gonzalo at the Tarata Trial Hearing, June
27, 2017, and even the video on Facebook.
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party, advancing the People’s War and serving the World Prole-
tarian Revolution.”

As we mentioned at the beginning, the Maoist parties and organizations
of Latin America, Europe, and other parts of the world have been taking
actions and issuing greetings for this grand celebration. We express our
gratitude to all of them on our own behalf and on behalf of the PCP.

As a greater expression of our gratitude to the international communist
movement, we hereby publish attached the INTERVENTION OF CHAIR-
MAN GONZALO REGARDING THE PROGRAM AND STATUTES (1st
CONGRESS OF THE PCP), which is a part of a much broader intervention.
We believe this will be studied with great interest by the communists of the
world.

[RedLibrary: Originally Attached is the Work Listed Above. This work
can be found in my PCP works page, dated 1988.]
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